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Appendix C

On the mode of predication and
syllogistic reasoning in divine things

In this appendix we give a translation of the anonymous late medieval text De
modo predicandi ac sylogizandi in divinis [Mai88], which we discuss in Chapter 7.

Translation

(1) Just as in divine things [there] is a certain mode of being which is not present
in created things, so concerning the same divinity it is seen that there should be
a certain mode of predication and syllogistic reasoning, which in creatures is not
necessary. And for that reason, as I think, Aristotle and the other philosophers,
ignoring this special mode of being in divinity, did not consider this special mode
of predication and syllogistic reasoning in divine things.

(2) But Boëthius said in the first book of the Consolation of philosophy that
philosophy herself was being seen to strike the heavens with her head; and thence
[her] head rising up higher was penetrating the heavens and frustrating the view
of gazing men. This Boëthius [says]. Then indeed philosophy is seen to penetrate
the heavens with her head whenever celestial things are investigated in her; then
in truth the head rising up higher penetrates the heavens as well as frustrating the
view of men any time in which divine things are investigated in her, of which the
mode of being is above all modes of being of creatures, and the mode of knowing
this (the divine things) is above reason.

(3) Whence Richard1 in the little book of the mystical muse, putting down
six steps (grades) or six genera of contemplations, said that ‘the fifth type of
contemplation is above reason, yet nevertheless is not beyond reason’; but the
‘sixth genus of contemplating’ he says dwells in those ‘which are above reason
and are perceived to be beyond reason or even contrary to reason’. And after
a few words he says: ‘Such kinds are nearly all which we are told to believe of

1Richard of Saint Victor, a 12th-century Scottish mystical theologian from Paris.
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178 Appendix C. Trinitarian predication & syllogizing

the persons of the divine trinity; concerning these things when human reason is
considered, nothing else is seen to be against [reason]’. This Richard [says] in
the above [cited] place, in book one chapter 6. Of these grades of contemplation
Saint Thomas treats in Secunda Secunde q. 180, article 4◦ in the solution of the
3e reason, and this is alleged by Richard.

(4) The mode of being in divinity is that three persons are one most simple
essence and likewise the most simple essence [is] three persons and each (quaelibet)
of them. Whence certain things in this divine trinity are essentially the same,
but notwithstanding this the names of them are denied of them; just as the three
persons are one and the same being (as in the Symbolus of Athanasius: “But of
the father and of the son and the holy spirit the divinity is one” etc.), and still
the names of those persons are denied concerning them, because the father is not
the son nor the son the father, and the father is not the holy spirit nor the holy
spirit the father; and the same of the son and the holy spirit.

(5) Whence these three persons are essentially the same but are distinct per-
sonally. Whence Athanasius: “Different is the person of the father, different of
the son, different” etc. For indeed between these persons is relative opposition,
and because of this the names of the persons are denied of them: not because of
an essential distinction, but because of a personal distinction.

(6) Put another way by the doctor in divinity, [it is] identical identity but
not formal, just as the essence is the same as the persons. Whence the name of
essence is truly and affirmatively predicated of the names of the persons and vice
versa; for indeed these are true predications: the essence is the father, and: the
father is the essence.

(7) However as many modern teachers say, the essence is not formally the
persons in the same way, because even if the names of the essence and the per-
sons may be predicated truly and affirmatively of each other, yet because of the
name of the essence and of the name of the person the same [thing] may be pred-
icated through an opposite mode (per modem contradiccionis2), for this reason
the aforementioned teachers put down a formal distinction between essence and
person.

(8) For example in these: the essence is the son, and: the father is not the son,
concerning the name of the essence and the name of the father, the same thing,
namely, the name of the son, is predicated through an opposite mode, because it
is predicated negatively of the name of the father and affirmatively of the name
of the essence; or if it pleases you more, you may express it thusly: because the
father is not the son out of him because he is opposed relatively to him, and
generates him, and essence is in reality the son and not opposed to him because
he doesn’t generate and doesn’t produce him [i.e., the father], hence it is that the

2The choice of ‘opposite mode’ rather than the more literal ‘mode of contradiction’ was
influenced by the fact that there is a very specific, technical meaning of ‘contradiction’ in
modern logic, and it’s not clear that that modern meaning is what is being invoked here.
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essence and the father are distinguished formally, and consequently of the names
of the father and the essence the same [thing] is predicated through an opposite
mode, because the father generates and the essence doesn’t generate.

(9) This is seen to agree with that which is said by Augustine and the Master of
the Sentences in dist. 10 of the first [book] of the sentences, namely that ‘properly
the word of God is further said to be the wisdom of God, while both the father
and the holy spirit are the wisdom. If therefore properly any of these three
ought to be named ‘charity’, who more properly than the holy spirit? So that,
namely, in that most high and simple nature one thing is not the substance and
another the charity, but the substance itself is the charity and the charity itself
is the substance, whether in the father, in the son, or in the holy spirit, and
nevertheless the holy spirit properly is named charity’. Thus the words of the
Master are followed: ‘Behold, with these words Augustine openly makes clear
that in the trinity, charity sometimes refers to the substance which is common
in the three persons and whole in each; sometimes specially to the person of the
holy spirit; just as the wisdom of God is sometimes accepted for the substance
of the divinity, and sometimes properly accepted for the son and this is found to
be [realized] in many [properties]’. And beneath dist. 32 the Master says: ‘And
just as in the trinity there is a love which is the father and the son and the holy
spirit, which is itself the essence of the divinity; and yet the holy spirit is the love
which is not the father or the son, and not therefore are there two loves in the
trinity, because the love which is properly the holy spirit is the love which is the
trinity, and yet is not itself the trinity, just as the holy spirit is the essence which
the trinity is, yet is not itself the trinity; in the same way there is wisdom in the
trinity which is the father and the son and the holy spirit which is the divine
essence, and yet the son is the wisdom which is not the father or the holy spirit,
and not for this reason are there two wisdoms there, because the wisdom which
is properly the son is the wisdom which the trinity is; but itself is not the trinity;
just as the son is the essence which is the trinity, yet he himself is not the trinity’.
And below dist. 34 the Master says: And yet we do not deny a distinction will
have [to be made]3 following rational intelligence, when it is said substance and
when it is said essence, because in there [the latter] is signified what is common to
the three, but in the former not. Yet the substance is the essence and conversely’.

(10) From which words of Augustine and the Master it is evident first that the
word in divinity is properly wisdom and yet the father and the holy spirit are the
wisdom. But, as it is seen, this is not something other than to say that the word is
properly, that is, formally, wisdom, namely the generated [wisdom], and the father
and the holy spirit are the wisdom, yet [they] are not the generated wisdom which
properly, that is formally, is the word, but are the wisdom essentially speaking,
which is common in three persons.

3The text has distinccionem habendam whereas Lombard’s original has aliquam distinc-
tionem habendam fore.
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(11) However the father, or the holy spirit, is not properly or formally the
wisdom which is common in the three persons, but only through identity, oth-
erwise the father, or the holy spirit, might be three identical persons, which is
not true. It is clear from this that the father, or the holy spirit, is distinguished
formally from the wisdom essentially speaking, because the wisdom when taken
essentially is the three persons and all of them, but neither the father nor the son
is the three persons, etc.

(12) Furthermore it is evident that the wisdom essentially speaking is distin-
guished formally from the wisdom which is properly the word, just as the essence
is distinguished formally from the son; it is evident because the wisdom essen-
tially speaking is three persons, but the wisdom which is properly the word is not
three persons, because single is the person of the son.

(13) Moreover it is clear that the father is not only distinguished formally
from the wisdom which is properly the son, but also identically and personally;
it is clear because the father is not the wisdom which is properly the word, and
the wisdom which is properly the word is not the father, just as the father is not
the generated wisdom and the generated wisdom is not the father.

(14) Finally it is evident that the wisdom which is properly the word is formally
the same with the son; it is evident because it is properly the word, therefore it
is properly and formally the son.

(15) However these things which are said concerning the wisdom which is
properly the word and the wisdom common of the three persons, similar things
are able to be said of the charity which is properly the holy spirit and concerning
the charity common to the three, concerning the identity and the distinction of
which obviously I omit at present because of brevity.

(16) From this it is clear that in divinity, certain things are essentially one and
the same, such as the persons: for example the father and the son and the holy
spirit are one God and one essence and consequently are essentially the same.

(17) But some things are identically the same, such as the essence and the
persons, as well as the wisdom essentially speaking and the persons; similarly the
charity essentially speaking and the persons.

(18) However, some things are formally the same, just as a person and his
property, as in the father and fatherhood (paternitas); similarly the son and the
generated wisdom are the same formally, and further the proceeding love and the
holy spirit.

(19) Furthermore, the essence and the essential attributes, as in the wisdom
[and] charity essentially speaking, justice, goodness, etc. are formally the same,
because the essence is in whatever is subordinated, in the same way are moreover
the other essential attributes.

(20) However in the divine trinity there is no essential distinction; for this
reason I do not trouble myself concerning it.

(21) Nevertheless there is a personal distinction in which the persons are
distinguished from each other: indeed the father is not the son, and the son
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is not the father. In a similar mode the personal properties are distinguished,
because fatherhood is not sonhood and sonhood is not fatherhood.

(22) Another [distinction] is a formal distinction in divinity because it is be-
tween the essence and the persons: indeed it is possible that the essence may
be the father, nevertheless, furthermore because the essence is the son and the
father is not the son, for this reason the essence and the father are distinguished
formally.

(23) Furthermore, the formal distinction is between the essence and the per-
sonal properties: although indeed the essence may be the fatherhood, never-
theless, moreover because the essence is the sonhood and the fatherhood is not
sonhood, for this reason the essence is distinguished formally from them; because
just as was recounted above, the Master [in] 34 dist.: And yet we do not deny a
distinction will have [to be made] following rational intelligence, when it is said
substance and when it is said essence, and yet we do not disavow that a distinc-
tion must be made following rational intelligence when it is called ‘substance’
and when it is called ‘essence’, indeed in the same way I am able to say that the
distinction according to rational intelligence is required when it is called ‘father-
hood’ and when it is called ‘essence’: indeed fatherhood is [said] of the father
only, but the essence is [said] of the father and of the son and of the holy spirit.

(24) From this, as is seen, it is possible for a question which troubled the
Master to be resolved, he reckons [it] difficult and it troubles him [in] dist. 33
of the first [book] in these words: ‘But if by chance you will ask since these
properties cannot be in the persons and not determine them, in what way are
they all to be in the divine essence, in such a manner as not to determine them’.
And the Master immediately adds: ‘I respond to you, and this with Hilarius: I do
not know, do not ask me again and I will be relieved yet. The Archangels do not
know, etc.’ In truth I say that the properties, although they may be the persons
and may be furthermore the essence, nevertheless determine the persons and not
the essence, because properly and formally they are the persons and not properly
and formally the essence. For example, fatherhood determines the person of the
father and not the essence, because fatherhood properly and formally is the father
and is not properly and formally the essence, because fatherhood is only the father
and neither the son nor the holy spirit; in truth the essence is the father, and the
son, and the holy spirit. Whence fatherhood is properly and formally the father,
but is not properly and formally the essence, but only [is the essence] through
identity. Hence it is that fatherhood determines and denominates the person of
the father and not the essence.

(25) Now, because what was said is concerning the mode of being in the divine
trinity, what needs to be said is concerning the mode of predication and syllo-
gistic reasoning: for after the treatment concerning the lady, namely philosophy
or wisdom, it needs to be followed by a discussion concerning the maidservant,
namely logic, for while wisdom penetrates the heavens, she can remain by herself,
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but her handmaiden, namely logic, can also ascend with her. In truth logic, in
so far as it suffices for the present purpose, consists in modes of predication and
syllogistic reasoning.

(26) But because according to the doctors ‘who is’ is properly a name of God,
because he himself alone truly and immutability is and has in himself the extent
of infinite essence, therefore, as is seen, in divine predications the attention is to
the substantive word, namely ‘is’ and its declined forms.

(27) However just as in divinity there is a certain mode of being in which some
things are essentially one and the same, in this manner they are able to be formed
in propositions which only denote the essential identity. For example, the father
and the son are essentially the same; therefore the formation is one proposition
or predication in which is denoted only the identity of essence, just as this: the
father is essentially the same with the son.

(28) And if this predication and similar things are not suited for syllogistic
reasoning, then as I judge it is possible to form simpler predications in which from
supposition or through a special sign being attached to the copula only essential
identity is denoted. For example, as you will, following the habitual custom of
the theologians in this proposition: the father is the son, essential identity is not
only denoted, but indeed identical or personal identity is denoted, and for this
reason this must be denied, nevertheless, if someone says: I suppose that in this:
the father is the son, essential identity alone is denoted, then it must be allowed
that this may be true, because through it nothing more is signified than that the
father may be essentially the same with the son. Or if someone says: the father
is a son, in this manner because a may be a sign of only essential identity, then
similarly it must be allowed that this proposition may be true, namely: the father
is a son.4

(29) A corollary follows that every term in divinity is able to be predicated of
each other truly in an affirmative essential predication; it is clear, because these
predications are all true: fatherhood is a sonhood; active generation is a passive
generation; active spirit is a passive spirit. It is clear from something common,
because in divinity inwardly nothing is an essential distinction, but all things are
essentially the same.

(30) Nevertheless if someone has come upon an objection to this corollary,
either he corrects himself or rejects it totally. In a similar way, if this mode of
predication in which only essential identity is denoted is not necessary or is not
useful for syllogistic reasoning, it can be rejected.

(31) Now because as was previously said, a certain mode of being in divinity
exists in which some things are the same not only essentially, but furthermore
identically and personally, for that reason a mode of predication must be fixed
in which not only essential identity but indeed identical or personal identity is
denoted; it is clear, because from the fact that the essence and the father are

4Here a is being used as a variable for adverbs.
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identically the same, for this reason the name of the father and the essence are
predicated of each other identically. For these are predications of identity: the
father is the essence, and: the essence is the father.

(32) However it was said previously that in divinity [there] is a certain mode
of being in which some things are formally the same, on the condition that in
whatever way one is the other is also in the same way. For this reason I say thirdly
that a mode of predication must be fixed in which not only essential identity is
denoted, or identical or personal, but indeed identity in every way and formal
is denoted. For example, essence and goodness are in every way and formally
the same, because in everything [which] is essence in the same is also goodness,
because just as the essence is the father and the son and the holy spirit, so indeed
goodness is the father and the son and the holy spirit. For this reason formal
predictions must be fixed in which formal identity is denoted: for truly from
the fact that the essence and goodness are formally the same, the names of the
essence and the goodness are able to be formally predicated of each other, as in:
the essence is formally the goodness.

(33) Now with the holy spirit supporting, I may say something concerning
the mode of syllogistic reasoning in divinity. Whereby it is noted that every
syllogism in which is distributed some term having only one formal suppositum
does not hold in virtue of the distribution of this term (that is, that conclusion
is not proved by precise virtue of the distribution), but it holds as an expository
syllogism. For example, such a syllogism: Every divine essence is the father,
and wisdom is a divine essence, therefore etc., does not hold in virtue of the
distribution of this term ‘essence’, but by reason of the singularity of the divine
essence; that is clear, because in such circumstances in the same mode it is valid
to argue expositorily just as distributively. For example, neither more nor less is
proved through the said syllogism than through such: This divine essence is the
father, and goodness is this essence, therefore. Whence, just what was said is in
the suppositions, whether a distributive sign is added to a term of such a kind5,
or not, this does not make a difference.

(34) And briefly a universal or distributive mode of speaking is given from
nature and art when anything is said concerning any plural thing; however when
there are not more, this is not able to be used. Therefore anyone who wishes
to syllogize in such a way, that is, universally, in terms not having many formal
supposita, he is not required to consider the distribution as the distribution is,
but as the singularization of a singular term is included in it. Then from the
distribution, it is not necessary to distribute the deduction because this syllogism
can be reduced immediately to an expository syllogism. For example if someone
refuses this syllogism: Every father generates, the essence is a father, therefore
the essence generates, because of distribution, then it is able to be reduced to
this expository syllogism: This father generates, and the essence is this father,

5That is, one with only one formal suppositum.
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therefore the essence generates. And so it behooves you thereupon to recognize
the deduction.

(35) Consequently, I say that in syllogisms where terms having many formal
supposita are distributed, it is possible to consider the distribution. For example,
in this syllogism: Every thing which is the essence is the father, and the son is
a thing which is the essence, therefore the son is the father, there the concern is
for distribution, because the major subject has many formal supposita; and there
it is important to add or not to add a distributive sign, because a distributive
sign produces more there than a discrete or singular sign. However in terms
having one formal suppositum a distributive sign produces nothing more than a
singular [one].

(36) Now what will be seen is concerning the regulative principles of syllogisms.
And the first is the dici de omni which is concerning the middle common feature6

of affirmative syllogisms. And it is such: Whenever some predicate is said of some
distributed subject, then of whatever is said to be of such a distributed subject,
of the same thing indeed it is said to be of such a predicate.

(37) However this will be understood to be according to the certain condition
of the copula. Whence it is not necessary that, if some term is said of a distributed
subject by means of a copula of the present and assertoric (de inesse), and if such
a subject is said of some term by means of a copula of the possible or another
ampliative, that then such a predicate is said of the same term by means of a
copula of the possible or of the present. From which this syllogism is not valid:
Every running thing is a donkey, every man can be a running thing, therefore
every man can be a donkey, or indeed just concluding of the present, as in: Every
man is a donkey.

(38) Therefore I say that for formally inferring a single proposition concerning
the present it is necessary that both premises be of the present and that the
copulae of the premises induce the same time with the copula of the conclusion; or
it is necessary for the minor premises that the time of the copula of the conclusion
may be included in the time of the premises etc. And this [is how it is] in
syllogizing in creation. However [it is] in the same manner in divine syllogizing: If
all copulae, namely of the premises and the conclusion, are formal, that is because
formal predications constitute [it], then I say that every affirmative syllogism is
valid in every figure.

(39) And because in creation all predications are formal, because according to
common opinion of the terminists all the things which are the same in creation
are formally the same, therefore the mode of syllogizing through propositions
concerning identical predications is not necessary in creation.

(40) However, according to the mode of the realists, according to which not all
things in creation which are the same are formally [the same], still all predications
are formal, which is clear because what is not formally the same according to

6Nowadays we’d say ‘middle term’.
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the realists, according to they themselves must necessarily be denied of each
other if indeed they are identically the same. For example, realists refuse this
simpliciter : Socrates is either humanity or animality, not in opposition to the
fact that they permit identifying humanity in this Socrates. However, alongside
this mode, Aristotle speaking in many places says propositions are false in which
an abstract is predicated of a concrete; however, this is only true according to
the intention likewise of Aristotle and the realists, following a predication formal
and not identical, following which certainly the realists have to concede this: man
is humanity, or: Socrates is humanity. And indeed just as Albert the Great in
his Metaphysics says that a universal form, such as humanity or animality, is
nothing except what is put down in his definition. However, indeed, according to
the intention of Albert this sole truth is following from formal predication.

(41) Whence according to identical predications of such a kind, a universal
form is certainly a suppositum or a singular because this universal form is iden-
tified with singulars. However, equally that may be said of this syllogism: Every
man runs, and humanity is a man, therefore humanity runs (where the conclu-
sion is most fallacious, because according to Aristotle in the introduction of the
Metaphysics acts and operations are singular: a doctor does not heal men, but
Callia and Socrates. Therefore a universal form, such as humanity, does not run,
but rather a suppositum or some particular man; on the contrary Aristotle is seen
to desire that same thing concerning the singular forms of supposita, because he
says in the third [book] of De anima: Whoever says that an animal understands
say that it is fashioned or is edified); therefore it is said for the above mentioned
syllogism, that if all propositions are of formal predications, the consequence is
valid, but the minor premise is false, namely: humanity is a man. If however the
same minor premise is of identical prediction, then, following the middle term
the same conclusion is not able to be only of formal predication, because in it
adjectival word is predicated, and for that reason the consequence must be denied
because such a mixture is not valid, as will be shown later.

(42) Therefore because according to the realists as well as the terminists all
predications are formal, as has already been shown anyhow in creation, therefore
neither was nor is necessary to speak of the mode of syllogistic reason which is
found [to be] necessary in divinity and which is made mixed through formal and
identical predications.

(43) Moreover from which Aristotle and other natural philosophizers have
not credited the trinity of the person in divinity and have not counted some
distinction concerning the inner being, but have said that everything in every
mode is formally the same in divinity (indeed on the contrary, some moderns and
Christians say that God does not participate with creation in universal forms;
therefore as you can see through Saint Thomas in Concerning the faith against
the Gentiles, they put him [God] down in no genus and in no predicament; they
say that he is above every genus and predicament), therefore Aristotle and other
natural philosophizers have not devised such a mode of syllogizing in divinity
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which nevertheless is necessary for Christians to have, because in him nothing
was necessary or useful besides their modes.

(44) Nevertheless, if the realists and Aristotle were indeed admitting identical
predications in creation, so that you were wondering whether, from their words,
that occasionally it is apparent that such a kind must be conceded where some
act or operation may be predicated of a universal form, or where an abstract is
predicated of a concrete, then indeed it is necessary to admit for them such a
mode of syllogizing, or a similar one, of which afterwards may be spoken, which
is had in divinity.

(45) Wherefore natural philosophizers deny, in creation, propositions in which
a form is predicated of a suppositum or an act of a form, and [others] of this
sort, I believe this to be because of this, because created supposita are essentially
distinct, and the universal form which is identified in them is not one singular
thing and not numerically one, but specific, although according to the realists, it
may be simply true that this is one; for that reason a universal form is denied of
a suppositum and acts and operations are denied of a universal form.

(46) However, in divinity it is not thus, because that, namely the essence
which is identified with the supposita, is singular entirely and numerically, and
for this reason it itself is truly predicated of a suppositum.

(47) Likewise in creation a universal form, when it is conceived in such way
as if it was a part of a suppositum, it is permitted in reality to be identified with
the suppositum. Indeed, conceived as abstracted from matter, the suppositum in
truth is conceived as a whole and in some mode as material. And for this reason
if this was being conceived: a man or Socrates is humanity, it was being seen
in a certain way conceded that a whole was its part. However, that this may
be true is clear through Albert the Great in his Metaphysics in the fifth [book]
putting down differences between a whole and a universal; whence among several
differences he puts one which is of this sort: that a universal is a part of its
parts; but I understand this: that is, a universal form is conceived in some mode
when a part of its suppositum that is conceived with matter, universally in truth
[is conceived] without matter. Consequently, Albert says something different in
concluding: in truth the whole is not a part of its parts.

(48) In divinity, however, it is neither whole nor material. Whence divine
essence is not a part of a person, and a person is not any material thing nor must
it be conceived in some mode as material, but any person is to be conceived by
pure abstraction from all matter, namely, as a most pure act. Similarly, essence
must not be conceived as a material part, nor as a formal part, in the way it is
conceived to be a universal form in creation, when this may be a most singular
thing numerically one, as it is said; but it must be conceived that the total essence,
as will be said as follows, may be this person and that nothing is in the person
that may not be thoroughly in this essence, because any person is altogether most
simple and indivisible. And briefly, in a divine person nothing inner is included
beyond the essence which existing most simply is only one in any person. And
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this does not oppose that the essence is distinguished formally from the person of
the father and from any other person, because this is saying nothing more except
that the essence, which is thoroughly and really the same with the person, indeed
is the person of the son, which person of the son is not the person of the father.
Therefore because of that and similarly, the essence is able to be truly predicated
of a divine suppositum. With which it remains that a universal form in creation
is not truly predicated of a created suppositum.

(49) Therefore it is plausibly thought, from the aforesaid, that in creation all
predications are formal according to everyone, namely the realists as well as the
terminists. For that reason the aforesaid principle rule of syllogisms, namely the
dici de omni, does not need much commentary.

(50) When however it happens concerning divine things that whereas this is
made through propositions of a formal predication, at some times [they are] truly
identical, but sometimes they are made mixed, for this reason in syllogistic rea-
soning in divinity since the premises and the conclusion are of formal predications,
and then the aforesaid principle again does not need much commentary, because
then such kinds of syllogism are simply good provided that they are made in
mode and in figure. But whenever it is possible to syllogize through propositions
which all are of identical predication, then such syllogisms are not necessarily
valid of form, just as will be made more clear in rules. Therefore about to such
syllogizatings again it is not necessary to limit the aforesaid rule, namely the
dici de omni. But whenever it is possible to make in some syllogism a mixture
of propositions formal and identical, and in this mode whenever syllogisms are
made good and formally correct, just as in mixing propositions of possibility or
necessity and of being; but at these times syllogisms are made not valid in form.

(51) And therefore because of such syllogisms so mixed the principle rule of
affirmative syllogisms must be modified. And it is divided into two principles, or
in one twofold copulative, namely of such a kind:

(a) whenever some predicate is said formally of some distributed subject, then
of whatever such a subject is predicated identically, of the same it is predicated
and such a predicate identically.

(b) and whenever some predicate is predicated identically of some distributed
subject, then of whatever such a subject is predicated formally, of the same such
a predicate is predicated identically.

(52) Therefore I say firstly that for investigation of these sorts of principles
that when some predicate is predicated identically of a distributed subject, and if
then such [subject] is said identically of some third term, then it is not necessary
that such a predicate indeed may be said of the same third term. Whence this
does not follow: Every essence is the father, and the son is an essence, therefore
the son is the father; just as this doesn’t follow: every common human nature
is identically Socrates, and Plato is identically common human nature, therefore
Plato is identically Socrates.

(53) Secondly I say that if some predicate is said formally of a distributed
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subject, then of whatever thing such distributed subject is said formally, of the
same indeed such a predicate is said formally, as in this good consequence: Every
father generates, and fatherhood is the father, therefore the father generates;
similarly: every divine essence is goodness, and wisdom is an essence, therefore
wisdom is goodness.

(54) Therefore because the premises of a syllogism are able in themselves to
be disposed fourfold in Barbara or Darii, we see that either both are of formal
predications, and then it is a good mixture according to the second thing said,
evidently immediately; or both are of identical predication, and then it is not a
universal of form according to the first thing said; or the major is of a formal
predication and the minor is of an identical predication, and this is regulated
through the first part of the copulative; or the major is of identical and the minor
of formal, and this is regulated by the second part of the copulative.

(55) An example of the first part of the copulative: Every father is fatherhood,
and the essence is a father, therefore the essence is fatherhood. And the first part
must be understood copulatively: unless it may be made an impediment because
of the mode of signifying being grammatical, namely if such a predicate may not
be able to be predicated except formally, as in an adjective word. Wherefore
this doesn’t follow: Every father generates, the essence is a father, therefore the
essence generates, because the conclusion is a formal predication, therefore it is
not subject to the aforesaid principle. If however through any mode of conceiving
whatever the conclusion may have been able to be of identical predication, as in a
pure [syllogism] which might have been valid only in the same way: The essence
is what generates, then the syllogism was good and regulated by the aforesaid
principles.

(56) An example of the second part of the copulative: Every essence is iden-
tically the father, and goodness is formally the essence, therefore goodness is
identically the father. And that should be noted, because what was said in the
principle that in syllogisms in which is distributed a term having one suppositum
only the attention is not for the distribution, but for the singularization, and for
this reason it must be seen that for some examples either those conclude some-
thing true or something false, as in: Everything which is the father generates,
and the essence is a thing which is the father, therefore the essence generates; and
in such a way for similar things. Indeed it should be noted that until now it was
possible to make a variety of combinations by reason of the conclusions, as, for
example, in concluding from two premises of formal predication a conclusion of
identical [predication] and the same of others, but I will touch on [this] completely
in rules.

(57) I will speak of the mode of the dici de nullo. And firstly that when
some predicate is formally denied of some distributed subject, then it is not
necessary that of whatever such a subject is predicated identically that of the same
thing such a predicate is denied identically or formally, as in this bad sequence:
No essence is formally the father, paternity is identically the essence, therefore
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fatherhood is not formally the father, it does not follow: Therefore the essence is
not identically the father.

(58) Secondly I say: whenever some predicate is denied identically of some
distributed subject, then it is not necessary, if such a subject is predicated iden-
tically of some term, that of the same such a predicate is denied identically, as
in this bad sequence: No father is identically the son, and essence is identically
the father, therefore essence is not identically the son; nevertheless the conclusion
follows formally from formal predication, as this follows: therefore the essence is
not formally the son.

(59) Thirdly I say that if some predicate is denied formally, that is in formal
predication, of a distributed subject, of whatever such distributed subject is for-
mally predicated, of the same such a predicate is denied in formal predication, as
in this good sequence: No essence is formally the father, and goodness is formally
the essence, therefore goodness is not formally the father. However that third
utterance is not made mixed.

(60) Therefore I say fourthly for mixed negative syllogisms: whenever some
predicate is denied identically of some distributed subject, then of whatever such
a subject is said formally, of the same such a predicate is denied identically, as
in: No son is the father, and the word is the son, therefore the word is not the
father.

(61) It should be noted that where in the earlier examples I put down ‘formally’
and ‘identically’ next to the copulas, it was not necessary that the parts of the
proposition exist there, but I put [it] down for clear designation the predication
being identical or formal, etc.

(62) For the final demonstration of what has been spoken, and indeed for
the greater completion of the mode of syllogistic reasoning, it must be spoken
consequently of expository syllogisms, and then indeed at the same time a mode
of common syllogisms will be made known.

Therefore I say that the regulative principle of expository syllogisms is such:
whenever one and the same things are the same, then they are mutually the
same. However, this is able to be understood in two ways: namely really, how
the words are placed, and also logically, namely thus: any terms whatever which
are conjoined with some term in connection singularly and univocally, those are
indeed conjoined mutually. However, that second understanding of this principle
follows in some way from the first, because from the same that some things are the
one and the same in the same way, which because of this mutually are the same,
it follows that the terms which are connected with a term maintained discretely,
in that way mutually denote the same thing; and consequently this conjunction
is good. For this reason, moreover, it must be seen first of the understanding of
the real aforesaid principle, in order that next a logical understanding may be
had, according to which affirmative expository syllogisms are regulated.

(63) And first I say that some things are in many different ways able to be
called the same, namely in genus or species, of which identity I will not worry
about at present.
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(64) In another way some things are able to be called the same only essentially,
such as those which have the same essence, which nevertheless are distinguished
personally in number, and thus the father and the son are the same in some mode.

(65) Something is able to be called the same as something [else] only personally
or identically, as when something is the same person with something, granted
that that something may be formally distinct from that other thing; and thus the
divine essence is the same as the father identically only.

(66) In another mode some thing is formally the same as something [else],
thus certainly because whatever thing is that thing, the same thing is indeed
that of which it itself is said to be formally the same; and thus the father and
fatherhood are formally the same, because whatever thing is the father, indeed
the same thing is fatherhood; similarly the essence and goodness are formally the
same, because whatever thing is the essence the same thing is indeed goodness.

(67) Presently I say to the point concerning expository syllogisms, that that
principle does not require some gloss concerning essential identity: because, I
mean, that the father and the son and the holy spirit are essentially the same
with the essence, in themselves they are mutually essentially the same. And
as luck would have it they demonstrate this about all affirmative paralogisms
concerning divinity, as in that: This essence is the father and this essence is the
son, therefore the son is the father: indeed those premises are not intended to
imply anything more than that the father and the son are essentially the same.
Nevertheless sometimes by chance indeed personal or identical identity is proved.

(68) Indeed I say that no gloss is required for the aforesaid principle concerning
the third identity, namely formal: indeed whatever things are formally the same
with some third thing, they are formally the same between each other, speaking
for good sense, as in: active generation : father : fatherhood, similarly: essence :
goodness : potency, potency : wisdom : goodness.

(69) However, of the second mode of identity, this is not necessary, whence
it is not necessary that if the father and the son are the same in the mode with
the essence, that because of this they be thus between them; and the reason
is, because the son is not the same by identical or personal identity with the
essence in the same way which the father is the same with the essence. This is
clear, because the father and the essence are the same things in personal identity,
which identity is the person of the father, however the son and the essence are the
same thing in personal identity, which identity is the person of the son. Therefore
it is clear that the father is the same with the essence in another identity than
the son; because of this it is not necessary that the son and the father may be the
same in the second aforesaid mode. If however the father and the son were the
same with the essence in the same way by personal identity as in the father and
the active generation, then the father and the son would have been such between
themselves by the second mode, or indeed by the third mode.

(70) From those things it is clear that, if two terms are conjoined only with
a third maintained discretely and univocally, it is not necessary that these two
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terms are conjoined mutually identically, although by chance it is necessary to
conjoin them essentially. The second part of this must not be made known, but
the first part is clear, because it is not necessary, if two things may be the same
identically with a third, that because of this they are identically the same with
each other, as has been made clear; therefore it is not necessary that propositions
representing in such a way are verified, as is noted.

(71) From those things I return to one which I spoke of in principle, namely
that in syllogisms in which a term having one sole formal suppositum is dis-
tributed, attention need not be paid to the distribution of such a term, but
instead attention must be given to the singularity or unity of the supposition of
such a term and to a conjunction of extremes with such a term. For example, in
this syllogism: Every divine essence is the father, and the son is a divine essence,
therefore the son is the father, from the part of the distribution some fallacy is
not committed, but a fallacy is committed there because by means of an identi-
cal conjunction of extremes, namely ‘father’, ‘son’, with a middle [term], namely
‘essence’, such extremes are supposed to be connected to each other identically,
nevertheless it is not necessary for them to be [so] connected, as has been seen.

(72) Neither in the major of that syllogism, namely: every essence is the
father, is the distribution of this term ‘essence’ incomplete, on the contrary I
say that there is the most complete distribution of it: which is clear, because
this term ‘essence’ has only one suppositum in divinity for which it is able to be
distributed and for that it is distributed, therefore it is completely distributed.
That it may be distributed for that suppositum is clear, because the essence
is distributed; but that it may have only one suppositum for which it may be
distributed is clear, because whatever term is distributable for many, the same
term signifies through a plural mode, because the supposition and consequently
the distribution is inferior to the signification: therefore if something is distributed
for things through a plural mode, the very same thing itself signifies through a
plural mode. But this term ‘essence’ does not signify the father and the son
through a plural mode, otherwise it is able to be said of those things plurally,
and thus the father and the son are plurally the essence, which is undesirable.
Therefore that term ‘essence’ signifies the father and the son as one indistinctly,
therefore it supposits for them indistinctly. However a term which is distributed
for many, is distributed and supposits for them distinctly and as if they were
distinct, because the distribution (distribucio) is diverse distribution (tribucio).

(73) Likewise by this term ‘essence’ from its mode of imposition does not
signify the father and the son distinctly. In the same way this term ‘essence’ is
not predicable with this ‘other, another’ (alia) of the father and the son, as in: the
father is essence and the son is another essence; however in this way it happens
that a term is predicated for plural distribution, as in: Socrates is a man, Plato
is another man.

(74) Similarly it is not complete distribution of this term ‘essence’ when it
is said: everything which is the essence is the father; it is clear, because this
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term ‘essence’ in the aforesaid proposition is not distributed, but stands merely
confusedly; which is clear because elsewhere this term ‘man’ could not have been
being distributed in this: everything which is a man is rational; and then the
sense would have been: everything which is every man is rational; and then it
would have been false, because of its subject, namely ‘thing which is every man’,
would have been suppositing for nothing.

(75) Therefore I say finally that many [fallacies] which are made in divinity,
are made from identical conjunction of extremes with a middle, and because of
this they are believed to be able to be connected with each other identically; or
from identical and formal conjunctions, because of which conjunctions they are
believed to be able to be connected with each other formally.

(76) However for excluding those fallacies I say first that the propositions
are twofold, namely modal and nonmodal. However nonmodal [propositions]
are trifold: some are of the present, such as: ‘man is animal’, and this signifies
simpliciter being or in-being; but some are of the past, such as: ‘man was animal’,
and such propositions signify simpliciter past being and past being-in; but others
are of the future, as in: ‘man will be animal’, and such propositions signify
simpliciter future being.

(77) Second I say that for the first member of the aforesaid division, that the
aforementioned trifold propositions are able to be modified by at least four modes.
Examples of propositions of the present include: ‘man is of necessity an animal’;
‘man impossibly is a donkey’; ‘man possibly is an animal’; ‘man possibly is not
an animal’; or other examples can be selected. Similarly these are of the past:
‘Adam having been man is necessary’; ‘Adam having been man is impossible’,
etc. And in the same way for the future.

(78) Furthermore I say that propositions of the present and of the past differ
by modification by the very same modes; for example, this is true: ‘Adam not
having existed is impossible’, taking this ‘impossible’ strictly. And nevertheless
this is false: ‘Adam not existing is impossible.’

(79) Consequently I say that out of a complex mode of being of things comes
forth multiple ways of modifying the copula of a proposition. For example, some
things do not exist, but possibly exist, such as a man which God is able to create,
which he nevertheless neither created nor creates nor will create, and from this
it is possible to modify this proposition: such a kind of man is possible to be;
but some things exist, and exist of necessity, such as the three divine persons,
and from this it is possible to modify this proposition: the father is of necessity
God; but some things exist and do not exist of necessity, and from this such a
proposition is modified: ‘a man not existing is possible’.

(80) Therefore from what is it that propositions are modified? Because some
thing is possibly the same as another thing, but one is of necessity and another is
not of necessity. But because some existing things are only essentially the same,
such as the father [and the] son; but some are only identically [the same] such
as the essence [and the] father; but some formally, such as fatherhood [and the]
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father, the essence [and the] goodness; therefore indeed in such a way the copulae
are able to be modified for the denoting of such identities, or at least the second
and third. Therefore if there was some copula which was modified in this way
because it was denoting only essential identity, then this ‘father’ was predicated
by means of such copula in such a way as to be a true modification of this ‘son’, as
in: the son is a father—and this ‘a’ is such a mode—which proposition would’ve
been true.

(81) Indeed, with regard to second and third modes of identity, the modes are
not considered in the use of such modifications, but whenever the words, from
the common use of the theologians (usus loquendi) bring of themselves such or
such identity: moreover in this way adjectival words always bring about formal
identity. However that this may be true is clear, because the essence and the
wisdom are formally the same; however for this being denoted, it does not suffice
to say: the essence is the wisdom, because from this predication it does not say
whether the essence is the wisdom formally or only identically; therefore it is
required for a true, modified copula, as in: the essence is c the wisdom, or: the
essence is formally the wisdom.

(82) However, it is necessary to preserve these modes of modification in the
said complete distribution, for example in resolving this: every essence is the
father, twice over: everything which is the essence is the father. Therefore I ask
what kind of identity both copulae cause. If you say: both cause formal, to be the
sense: everything which is formally the essence is formally the father,—behold!
the copulae exist strictly and modified, and on the contrary this resolution is
neither more nor less valid than this: the essence is the father, taken according
to formal predications, as is clear by the intention. If however you say that both
copulae import identical and not formal identity, to have the sense: everything
which is identically the essence is identically the father—behold the copulae are
more relaxed than in the preceding resolution. Therefore either here or in the
preceding resolution or in both they are modified. Unless for any reason whatever
you don’t desire of me to make only goodwill, because you wish to appeal against
these modifications. If however one of the aforementioned copulae asserts formal
identity, but the other does not, to have this sense: everything which is identically
the essence is formally the father, or: everything which is formally the essence is
identically the father, I will argue similarly as in the previous.

(83) Briefly I say that these two propositions: every essence is the father, and:
every thing which is the essence is the father, by the mode of signification and
imposition do not have the same mentals (mentales), unless you want to abuse
the term; and the subject of this: everything which is the essence is the father,
taking the first ‘is’ identically, supposits formally for many things, namely for the
three persons; however the subject of this: every essence is the father, supposits
formally for one thing alone, namely for the essence, and only indistinctly and
identically for the three persons.
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(84) Therefore you must accept this mode of modifying copulae and syllogistic
reasoning and you will solve all paralogisms; you will even save all the modes of
Aristotle, as will be clear; or you must accept the mode of complete distribu-
tion and you will not save all the modes of Aristotle, as is clear of Disamis [cf.
Appendix A.1].

(85) You must accept this mode, and you will not worry about the complete
distribution of terms, which is nothing; or you must accept the mode of complete
distribution and it will be necessary for you to care about the modifications of
copulae, as has been made clear.

(86) You must accept this mode and not make use of a new imposition of
nominal propositions, but only of special modification of the copulae because
of special modes of being of things; or you must accept the mode of complete
distribution and it will be necessary for you to impose on propositions a spe-
cial imposition beyond the imposition of the terms, as is clear concerning this
proposition and similar: every essence is the father, which according to the mode
of complete distribution beyond the imposition of the terms is imposed for the
signification only in so far as this: everything which is the essence is the father.

(87) You must accept this mode and you will say nothing is distributed except
what is distributed; or you must accept the aforementioned mode of complete
etc. and you will say a completely and most perfectly distributed term is not
distributed: in which, however, is laughter!

(88) You must accept this mode and you will say all syllogisms formed by all
philosophers to be formal are not to have added this ‘which is’, which is clear,
because in every such syllogism are pure formal predications, as was made clear;
or you must accept this mode of complete etc. and you will say no syllogism is
formal except when this ‘which is’ is added.

(89) And thus many apparent distortions in the infidels themselves follow
according to the mode of complete [distribution], of which nothing follows from
the aforementioned modification of the copulae; which is clear: apparently the
greatest inconvenience which is in the aforesaid mode, is forgotten or is a certain
new modification of the copulae or predication of terms. However that is most
convenient, which is clear, because in what way things exist, in such a way they
are predicated and are recognized, and in that way grasped and affirmed in the
mind. Indeed in some way the mind divides things and refuses being, just as it
knew them not to exist.

(90) From which, however, some things are essentially the same, therefore in
such a way the mind is able to grasp and affirm them; but others [are the same]
essentially and personally or identically according to good sense, therefore in such
a way the mind is able to grasp or predicate them; others finally are formally the
same, again according to good sense, therefore in such a way the mind combines
them. However some things are distinguished essentially, but others personally
and not essentially, but others formally only and not personally: therefore the
mind in such way divides, combines, or negates them. However such affirmation
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or negation is made through modified copulae.
(91) And I believe [that] if Aristotle hitherto was living and was putting

forward each of those modes, namely as the being of things so the modification
of copulae, he himself would concede such a mode of modification of the copulae
necessary for talking of the search concerning the aforementioned modes of being
of things.

(92) And just now, I say that, although it may be of the nature of adjectival
speech in common modes of speaking to predicate formally, nevertheless [it is]
substantive, whether they are simply substantive or adjectivally substantive, they
are able to predicate formally or identically indifferently. For example: the essence
is the father, or: the essence is generating. If the predication is obtained purely
adjectivally it is a formal predication and the proposition is false. If however
the predication is obtained substantively, then as yet it is able to be a formal
predication, and the sense will be: the essence is formally the hypostasis of the
father, or of the generating [thing], or: the essence is formally the same as the
hypostasis of the father, or the generating [thing]. If however it is an identical
predication, the sense will be: the essence is identically the hypostasis of the
father, or the generating [thing], etc.

(93) Consequently rules which must be observed in syllogistic reasoning in
divinity must be put down.

And the first rule is: Whenever the predications are formal, namely as the
conclusion is so are the premises, the syllogism is good: this is correct, just
as from two universals follows a universal conclusion. An example of the rule:
every generator is a producer, the father is a generator, therefore the father is a
producer.

(94) The second rule: Whenever both premises are of identical predications, it
is not necessary for a conclusion of formal predication nor of identical predication
to follow: this is correct, just as when both premises are particular, neither a
universal nor a particular conclusion necessarily follows. An example of the rule,
which does not follow: every essence is the father, the son is the essence, therefore
the son is the father, whether the conclusion is a formal predication or indeed an
identical predication.

(95) The third rule: If propositions in which the copula denotes only essential
identity were being in use, then from two premises of identical predication it
would follow a conclusion of such predication, namely in which was denoted only
the essential identity of things the terms supposit formally for them. For example,
if this proposition: the son is the father, was denoting only the essential identity
of the father and the son, then this syllogism would be good: every essence is
the father, and the son is the essence, therefore the son is the father; or such
an example may be put down: every essence is b the father, and the son is b
the essence, therefore the son is a the father,—and this ‘a’ is a sign or mode of
essential identity only, and this ‘b’ is a sign of personal and not only formal or
identical identity—: then the syllogism is formal, because in a similar form an
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instance is never ascribed.

(96) The fourth rule: If one of the premises is of identical predication, the
conclusion is required to be identical predication; this is correct, just as if the
premise is particular, the conclusion is required to be particular. Whence this
does not follow: every essence is c goodness, and the father is b the essence,
therefore the father is c goodness—and this ‘c’ may be a sign or mode of formal
identity. Or such an example may be put down: not following: every essence is
formally goodness, and the father is identically the essence, therefore the father
is formally the goodness.

(97) And thus a conclusion of formal predication only follows from both
premises of formal predication. Likewise from two premises of formal predica-
tion [follows] a conclusion of identical predication, just as the conclusion of a
particular follows from universal premises. Likewise a conclusion of a predication
denoting only essential identity is designed to follow from any propositions what-
ever, whether both are of identical predication or formal, or one is of identical
predication and the other formal.

(98) Now I put down the rules of the negative syllogisms.

And the first of such is: Any time the conclusion is a negative of identical
predication, it is necessary for one of the premises to be an affirmative of formal
predication. Whence this does not follow: every father is not the son, and the
essence is identically the father, therefore the essence is not identically the son.
Likewise it does not suffice that the negative premise may be of formal predication
provided that the affirmative is of identical predication, because this does not
follow: the essence is not formally the father, and the fatherhood is identically
the essence, therefore the fatherhood is not formally the father.

(99) The second rule: Whenever the conclusion is a negative of identical
predication, it is necessary for the negative premise to be of identical predication.
Whence this does not follow: the essence is not formally the father, and the
goodness is formally the essence, therefore the essence is not identically the father.

(100) And a corollary from these rules is able to be the third rule: Any time the
conclusion is of negative identical predication, it is necessary for one premise to be
of negative identical predication and the other of affirmative formal predication;
this is clear from the preceding two rules.

(101) The fourth rule: From a negative of formal predication and an affirma-
tive of identical predication it is not necessary for a conclusion of negative formal
predication to follow; for example this does not follow: the father is not formally
the essence, and the goodness is identically the father, therefore the goodness is
not formally the essence.

(102) The fifth rule: From a negative of identical predication and an affirma-
tive of formal predication follows a negative conclusion of formal predication; as
this correctly follows: the father is not identically the son, and the fatherhood is
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formally the father, therefore the fatherhood is not formally7 the son.
(103) The sixth rule: From two premises of identical predication a negative

conclusion of formal predication correctly follows; as this follows well: the father
is not identically the son, the essence is identically the father, therefore the essence
is not formally the son.

(104) The seventh rule: From two premises of formal predication follows a
negative conclusion of formal predication, as in: the father is not formally the
essence, and the active generation is formally the father, therefore the active
generation is not formally the essence; similarly: the essence is not formally
the father, and the wisdom is formally the essence, therefore the wisdom is not
formally the father.

(105) Another rule: A negative conclusion of essential predication, that is of
which the copula of the contradictory denotes only essential identity, follows from
a negative of essential predication, that is of which of the contradictory etc., and
an affirmative of whatever predication. An example: the father is not a, that
is essentially, the body, and the holy spirit is a, that is essentially, the father,
therefore the holy spirit is not essentially, or a the body. Similarly: the father
is not a body, and the essence is b, that is identically, the father, therefore the
essence is not a, or essentially, the body. Similarly: the father is not a body, and
the active generation in divinity is c, that is formally, the father, therefore the
active generation in divinity is not a the body.

(106) But against these rules it is argued in this way: it does not follow: the
father is not a, or essentially, a man, and the son in divinity is a, or essentially,
the father, therefore the son in divinity is not essentially a man; similarly it does
not follow: the father is not a, that is essentially, a man, and the essence is b,
that is identically, the father, therefore the essence is not a, that is essentially, a
man, because each consequence is false and each antecedent is true.

7The edition notes that the MS has ydemptice here, not formaliter, but this is clearly an
error.




